
Eat Fresh.
Give Fresh.

With every bowl
of soup served,

Soup Sisters will deliver 
a ‘hug in a bowl’

to someone in need.

@soup_sisters/SoupSisters @Soup_Sisters

Every
GOOD SOUP

has a story.
Soup Sisters was founded in 2009 by Calgarian 
Sharon Hapton who had a very simple belief in the 
power of soup as a nurturing and nourishing gesture 
that could make a tangible difference. Since then, 
Soup Sisters and Broth Brothers have delivered fresh 
soup to more than 1.5 million women and children fleeing 
family violence, and youth in crisis across Canada.

Find out more at soupsisters.org
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	A	suggestion	for wording	your	menu:	

*menu	choice	helps	Soup	Sisters	deliver	a	‘Hug	in	a	Bowl’
to	families	in	need	
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